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1!$BGDUGT!GH

In reeent years 9 the field of ehemieal kinetics'-has 
foeeome important in the study of reaetion mechanisms /l/o 
From the study ©f reaction rates it .is ©ften.possible t© 
determine the degree of homogeneity ©f the reaetion, the 
..effeet of different, concentrationss the energy requirementss 
and the simplicity or complexity of the process0 This in
formation g coupled with other :considerations sueh a,s the 
stereochemistry Involved,, can often lead decisively to a 
Eeohanism by whieh'a reaction proceeds„ Theoretically, the 
study of gaseous systems, is the least difficult to analyse, 
but praetlQal measurements are often difficult and eompli- . ‘ 
eated by many factorso' Beeause gaseous reactions are often 
a©eompanle,d..by a ©hang® in the mmmber of m@leeules' present ' 
in the system, the most convenient method of study is to 
measure pressure', ©hanges -while the system is kept at con- ' 
stant volumes The pressure changes oah generally be related 
'direetly to. the, process taking plaee . '

 In 194-0, To Hardy /2/ began an;investigation of the
thermal d@;©©mp.©sitioh ■■■bfv;m@thyl:''.bhlor©carbotta.te in the gas 
phase» There was no previous information eonoernlng the 
.reaetion reported in the literature, but Information regard
ing other ©hi orinated formie aeid esters Indicated that the 
deeomposition: should b® a simple one. Qualitative analysis



of tiae deeomp®s 11ion prodmets indicated that the. ester d®« 
eompos'ed Into earhon dioxide and methyl chloride only. 
Quantitative analysis ̂ although not exactly:reproducibles 
. .eonfirmed the view :that these Were produced by the pyroly
sis in ' equimolar .amount g0 if he. reaction was concluded to be :

; - . : : ;  ' ' r  .■ : cieoeeH^'--^ eo2 t oh^gi : . ,  : ; - ' '

and this was•als® supported, by manernetri© measurements ©f 
/the readtlom itself; the final pressure of the system was 
always, twiee the initial pressure in conformity with the 

: proposed equatloEo The reaction.ws,s followed .by .means of a 
meroury manometers the;volume.of the system being kept " 
©onstanto In the temperature rang®: studied, .32.Q - 390 G.,

i the reaction was found t©. be first order, and it. was eon-
eluded that the decomposition took place at least, partially 
on. the walls of the reaction vessel '"@ln@e: the* surf a® e, area 
of,the vessel had a considerable effect ©n the reaction 
velobifyo fhe. energy ©f activation was computed to be about 
thgh©© ©alpries» ;; ' •_ .

. Hardy had considerable difficulty ebta-inlng reproducible. 
. reaction 'ratesg" and later, studies ©n the decomposition of - 
ethyl ohlorooarbonate presented the same difficulty /] gh 5,5/0 . 
This is; believed to have been; ©aused by several factors* It' 
appears that the nature ©f the surface of the reaction 
vessel may have -an, effect on react ion,yeioc, it y*.. It is well 
known that many' pro@esses,:whish©eciir Slowly or not at all '
- IS." contact With some materials will react rapidly. When in



©©ata@t with others„ The variation @f reaction rates which
■ Hardy @btaih@d ,@v@n under -similar ©ond.itions would seem to- 
indicate that this may he ah. important factor to .consider» . 
Another important eause ©f these variations may have been 
the presence of mercury vapor in the system from the mano
meter used to measure the reaction progress„ The presence ©f 
small amounts ©f foreign,substahees such, as mercury vapor 
and stopcock grease often have considerable effects on the ' 
rate of reaction»: Local variations' in temperature may also
■ have caused some.discrepancies 0- The sample ©f ester was in- 
traduced int© the system by heating with a burner, and the , 
system was.connected to- the manometer by means of a tube 
heated with Ghromel wire f@ prevent condensation of.the 
•ester, but this.tube was certainly net at the same temper- 
ature as the r@a©tion vessel 6 ' ;
' ■ ■ The:object @f this.investigation has. been to design a 
new: all-glass system t© study the decomposition and te 
compare the results with those, obtained by Hardy0 Such a 
system would, exclude the'possible catalytic' effects of 
mercury and stopcock grease;and would provide uniform temp<- 
...erature throughput the systemo- If the method is successful 
it would be applicable .to the ,study of many mere similarly 
affected processes.y' * : 1 ■-. ''■.•© . ■;' ^



PREPARATION OF THE MATERIAL

The' mettiyl ©hl©r,®©ar,'b©nat'e ,used, was '©f teehnieal: grade 
a M  .was '©htalB'ed ' from. She" EastEan Eodak Company 0 It was 
stahiliged with saleImm #ag.hemate« The ester- was purified toy 
fra©ti©hal. dlst illat Abn s ■ the; f rast'£oh: tooilirig at 6?=690G o' - ■ 
(700 mm,) .toeing eolleotedo This .was ■ allewed t@. stand over. 
fused.ealeium ehloride for several weeks la■order to remove 
any water and methyl aleohel whish would not have been re
moved toy distillationThe ester was then redistilled, the 
fraction tooiling at the ©oastant temperature 6 9 ° G o  (700 mm0)
■ toeing, eolleeted and stored in the dark* : •

The purity of the ester was determined from its refrac
tive index at 20®#,, The index observed elosely ehecked the 
'reported value /6/ and indieated that water- and methyl al
cohol were not present in significant 'amountso This sample 
was used in the klmetie studies, . . ,,  ̂ ; ■ ■:



SHE PRESSURE &MJ&E

• She primary problem was t© design some method whereby 
the deoomposition could be earaied 'out in an all-glass 
system and still be followed with a mercury manometer-« After 
■farious trials s the . design decided upon was a modification 
of the '@ll0k-gauge type ©f Instrument similar to the kind 

: ismgges ted'by Karr'er /7/0 This instrument: is illustrated-in 
■..Figure'. 1» • ••" ■ . ■  V: ■ : V:::''
' : The gauge Itself was a thin bulb.of Pyrex glass blown

' em the end of a tube0 The bulb was'.-flattened by careful heat
ing in the burner flame so as to form a flexible glass dia= 
phram sensitive to slight pressure changes on either side» 
Resting ©n the diaphram was a flexible wire the end of which 
was raised, and lowered by motion; of the. diaphram0 This wire 
barely, broke contact with a: second srire when the diaphram 
was relaxed and was adjusted tomak© contact when the dia= 
phram. raised the wire slightly» The gauge was sealed into 
a larger bulb. The gauge and bulb were, then connected to the 
. apparatus as shown in Figure 2o The gauge was connected 
•directly to the reaction flask in close, enough proximity so 
that both the flask and the .gauge could be submerged in 
the furnace bath providing an even temperature through all 
of the system in which the reaction would be taking place0 
The bulb was then connected into the system as shown so that
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tke preseare on the t@p side of the diaphram ©ould be read 
by 'mean8''''@f tjie maa.ometer i,' arid tbis pressure eould be 
, adjusted - by admitting/air through, the ©aplllary valve Ao

fhî ' system-provided far the measurement of the pressure 
'.'in. th® . r6aotionV'fia.sk:vln.:-*the: manner0 When the
pressure -in the reaction flask and in the manometer were the

' - 'v':: : ;• ...same9 the wire eontaets In the gauge were not iri ©ontaeto
When: the pressure in the reaetlon flask rose slightly, how-
ever; the wires eame in eontaeta closing an eleetrle clreuit $
and ©ausing a small bulb to light„ The. pressure eould then
be inereased in the manometer by allowing air to enter the
system through the ©aplllary valve A causing the diaphram t©
re lam and breaking the ele.otrioal ©irouito It was possible
t@.©alibrate the gauge■in terms ©f the.pressure required in
the reaction flask ever that 1m the aanemeter system whieh
was meeessary to ©ause ©©ntaet ®f the wires0 Thus if would
only be necessary to add this pressure t© that Indicated
on the manometer to.determine the pressure in the reaction
flask at the Instant when ©ontaef was made between'the wires«,

It would also be .possible t@ have the. wires in ©ontaet
when the diaphram was relaxeds increase the pressure on the
manometer side9 and then read the manometer to indieate the
pressure in the reaefion flask when the eontaot was again
madeo It was found/ however, in the eourse ®f the■construction
of the gauge that the diaphram eould stand,mu©h less pressure -
differenee when the.greater pressure was ©n the manometer.



■ ■ • ' - . " v ■ ■ 7
side.than when the greater pressure was @n the reaetion 
flask side'o Thus this, method would involve some risk, ©f 
rupturing the diaphram» ■  ̂ -

She.'Use @f; this type of. pressure indie at or to determine 
the pressure in the reaetion flask obviously exeludes the 
presence of mercury vapor and stopcock grease from the reae= 
tion system and allows the entire system to be maintained 
at. the'samê  temperatureo



fke temp® rat tare of the reaetion vessel was maintained 
"by a molten KHOg-KH©^ bath. in. whleh it was submergedo The 
empleyment .©f a liquid, bath; not used in lardy0s work, was 
.expected t® result inmu@hm©re satisfactory temperature ' 
eontrolo The eleotrle furnace eontaining the bath had both 
primary and secondary windings, the former used to maintain 
the_ approzlmate temperature range desired and. the. latter t@ 
@©rre.©t for small variations in temperature^ The temperature 
was eontrolled by a thermeregulator based on the design of 
Roof /8/ with some modifications. The general eireuit ;of the 
/regulator is shown yin. Figure {g, .- ' ' •

The temperature ®f the bath was recorded by a Leeds 
and.lorthrup Platinu.m Resistahee Thermometer (F, Fig<, 2) 
whioh was one side ef.a Wheatstone Bridge circuit B as shown 
in Figure 3» Small changes in the temperature of the bath 
•resulted in a change in resistance of the thermometer and 
caused a slight defleetion ©f1 the galvanometer G in the 
regulator, This caused a movement of a beam ©f light which 
was reflected from/the galvanometer ..mirror t® two photocells 
D and I» As originally constructed, a alight cooling of the 
furnace from the temperature desired activated photocell P 
which cut on the circuit in the- secondary winding A of the 
furhace / warming it' slightlyy When the temperature was
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elevated, aiswe that desired5, tke see.ond photeeell 1 was 
.aetivated, emtting ©ff the circuit and allowing the furnace 
to COOlo: ■ - : ' . ■ ; . ' .

It was found ©n use»' however„ that there was a oon= 
alderable.tlme lag from the cutting on and off of the current 
in the secondary winding to the heating and cooling of.the 
"batho fhls was "believed to have been caused "by the fact that 
the seeondary-winding wa.s placed out side, of the primary 
winding when the furnace was" originally constructed 8, thereby 
not being nearly as effective;for temperaturevedntrQl as if 
it had been placed Inside the primary winding next to the 
' bath« : , Av ;.;:/. ; ■ ; / ' : ; ; '

The control was then modified by placing, a mask F over 
the current cut-off photocell E» preventing direct activation 
by the•beam ef■light from the galvanometera A mirror © was 
then placed on the scool0 side ©f the cut-on photocell D 
which deflected the beam of light from that point into 
photocell ®0: fhis essentially reversed the operation of the : 
controlo With this.arrangement» the current In the secondary' ■ 
winding was cut on while' the bath was still heating. Since 
there was'Considerable time lag, this current would not 
affect the temperature of the bath for several minutes. Thus 
the bath would begin-to cool even though the current was 
on. When the bath cooled below the desired point'f photocell 
1 was aetivated ifhieh out the current off; even though it



ss.ppear that the. current should, be on to 'prevent the; 
@#<ll;iag0..Bjr this time, however„ the heat generated by the 
 ̂preirioag/ period when the our rent was' on would begin to, have 
e^feet, and the temperature would rise even though no current 
was on0 Again $, the eut^on photocell B was activated as the 
temperature rosei and although the current was now on p the 
period during which the current: wae off would. begin to' have /'::
■effect and the bath would again coolThis arrangement . . 1
proved to be more satisfactory3 but there was still difficulty 
in maintaining proper controlo

An, immersion heater was then constructed to replace the 
secondary furnace winding. Chrome1 wire was wound closely 
with .asbestos eerd around a ■silica tube about one-fourth inch 
• In diametero This was covered with alundum cement, baked„ and 
then placed in- a thin-walled iron tube, The whole assembly 
.was submerged in the .molten' sa.lt bath for operation (0.1 Fig,
2)' o This arrangement .proved the 'most.: .satisfactory. of all, . t ■
The temperature response was '.much'more .rapid-, ...and it was 
found that the thermostat cbuld be operated without the mask 
P and mirror G- as 'was', originally intended. Ifith approximately . 
25 ohms external resistances the:immersion heater provided •
:-a temperatUre control withih' pearly S  ©,le ; ■ ': i'



$HE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The sample ©f ester was weighed lat@ a fragile glass 
Mlh. amd: g®aled vtf f %@ a ©apiilary >tip/ovihis bulb was then '
: plae ©d Ih ’ the' s Me arm H shewn 1m detail , in' Figure 2b« A 
small p i e I r e n  red enclesed In glass was plaoed in the 
side arm after the. sample bulb and held in plae© above the 
bulb by means ef a- small permanent magnet« fhe side arm @-8 
was then sealed t© a tube G- leading to a meroury diffusion 
pump.through M. fh® dry. lee trap L, filled with equal volumes 
of ®hl@r©f orm and ©arben. t®tra@hl0ridea was pla©@d in the 
vaemum. line :t© prevent mereury vapor from the.'pump from en= 
tertmg .the rbaetien flash and @ an sing possible catalysis c . , ■ 
The stopeoek® 1 and J.'were then opened and stepcoeks K and •
A were elosedo. The puSp was .started, and stopcock 1 opened 
slowly 'so that the system on both sides ef the diaphram would 
be evaemated evenly» The buffer chamber B in the manometer 
system provided more nearly equal ©apaeitles ©m both sides 
of the diaphram for.this purpose. The,system was evacuated 
for several hours and. the reaction flask 1 flamed with.a 
burner t® remove any gases dissolved on the surface. When ■ ;
the desired vacuum was attained/ stopeooks 1 p and K were 
closed and the side arm GB was sealed off.

When it was desired to begin the runa the sample was ■ 
introduced Into the reaction flask by removing the magnet



. holding the glass ■ enelesed Iron jaammer mp is 'the side arm 
'H ©amsimg ■ the hammer to. ©rash': the sample bmlb. The farnaee^ 
already at the'desired temgeratmre, was then'raised until ' 
the reaotion flask and pressure gauge were submerged in the 
bath6 A stopws,teh was started when the sample, was Intro- 
'dueedg and when the pressure indieator light went on the 
'time was re@©rded0 The pressure was read on the manometer 
©and then adjusted by allowing air to enter the system 
through the eapillary stopeoek A, until the light went out» v 
When tile light went on again after the pressure in the flask’ 
had in@reased slightly more s the t ime was recorded» the 
pressure read on the manometer, and the pressure adjusted / 
bnee again by admitting air through. A until the light, went ; 
out* This procedure was repeated until there was n© further 
change ©f pressure and the reaction was complete, fhe products 
were removed from the reaction flask by placing, a rubber 
tube connected to B or.er the side arm S6 6 shown in detail in 
Figure 2b and then breaking the capillary seal in the side, 
arm B81 to release the contacts of the flask* It was necessary 
at this point that there be no sudden pressure changes which 
might rupture the diaphrsm in the gauge* fhe products.were, 
withdrawn slowly by means of the yacuwa pump and.;, the pressure 
balanced by haring.both;stopeoeks .I and J open, at the same



In aetnal pnactiee it'was found that although the 
system evidently performed the important funetlon ©f &%<=> 
©Inding undesired eatalytie effects' satisSaeterily It 
prewsd extremely diffiemlt rt'© ©p.erateo fhe. primary 
difficnlty was with., the pressure gamgei' the thermostat -, . 
operated with. coBSlderahlev.ace.nyacys #he/-gamge proved 
extremely fragile, and numerous runs were.attempted hut ''
discontinued beeaase of a rupthre ©f theydiapiiramo ' . 
Oontinaed refinements in the, construction of the gauge 
resulted' in an Instrument which was sturdy. in' It self and 

• could withstand several centImeters pressure differences 
but the pressure of the wire contact'Seemed to weaken th® 
diaphram at the point ©f contact s® that the gauge was '
broken, easilyot.Imch a fragile gauge is obviously to© - 
limited in its., applications to .be of great' use , in kinetic, 
.studies where there may be large changes In pressures»

Mother difficulty was encountered with the calibra
tion @f the gauge c, It has been pointed out that the gauge 
had a different calibration when hot than when cold* If • 
was thus necessary to calibrate the gauge at the tempera
ture ©f the run6 During this calibration procedure s in which 
. the., 'pressur-®; diff ©rehce required. ,©n the diaphram- to light 
the:indicator lamp was determineda It was found,that even 
at a constant temperature9 the calibration varied as much 
as a centimetere 6ne factor, seemed t© be the rate at which 
the pressure difference was built upo If It is; true that the



©ali"bratiOB @f tJae gauge is .n@t ©©Sstamt $ then it is ob
viously net salted: f or; very &@©arat@ xfohko ; '

Thus the primary problem In developing a satisfactory 
all-glass system is to develop.a gauge sensitive enoagh to 
be useful bat ragged enough to withstand the pressure 
ehangee that are encountered in kimetie runs<> She diaphram- 
type gauge' Used im ''' this study appears to, be unsatisfactory 
be©ause of its variable nature 8 fragility} and because the 
pressure difference across the dlaphram is known only at 
the instant the indicator light comes ®n0 It would be much 
mere satisfactory to. employ a device in which the pressure 
difference cam fee observed at all' times in order to prevent ' 
unnecessary breakage of the gauge0 It may fee possible to 
construct a Bourdon-type of gauge in which a long.pointer 
©an fee observed to indicate pressure differences„ Such a 
gauge would not have to fee extremely sensitive and fragile 
since a long pointer would increase the sensitivity of the 
instrument * Although electrical contacts might,fee possible 
in such a gauge, visual .observation would, probably be much 
more'satisfactory. It may also fee possible to use a diaphram 
gauge employing an optical lever principle rather than the 
mechanical contacts which appear t® weaken it. The develop
ment of a more satisfactory gauge should make the all- 
glass system used very satisfactory for kinetic studies^



IZPE&IMEim, RESULTS AID INTERPRETATION

The investigations by lardy indicated that the thermal

reaction* A reaction of this type ©an h® represented tey the 
differential equation

where @ is the ©oneentration of reactant at time t». -Siaee 
the partial pressure of a gas' is proportional to its .eoa- 
©entratioBp the equation ©an also' he written in the more 
useful form ,

as a fmnetion of.the time, the reaction rate constant k ©an

. Two kineti© rums were completed, one at the lower end 
©f the temperature range studied by Hardy and the other at 
the higher end0 The experimental data are recorded in 
Tables I and 11„ The total pressure of the reaction system 
is recorded at different time intervals, the values given

decomposition of methyl chlorooarbonate was a first order

where p is the partial pressure of reaetant at time f 
Integration of this equation .gives

-log g s kt ❖ ©onstant
which is the equation of a straight line» Thus, if the 
common logarithm of the pressure of the reactant is plotted

be found by multiplying the slope ©f the resulting line by
2.3O3



having "beem oompnted .from the aetual pressures recorded on 
the merenry manometer by means ©f the gauge calibration.

It ©an he seen from the equation for the decomposition,,.

that for .any Initial pressure of the ester„ the final pressure 
of the system after the reaction is complete will be twiee 
the. initial, pressure sin©.© two moleeales of gaseous produets 
result from one molecule of the reactant„ Similarly/ for 
any amount ©f ester that decomposes, twice that amount of 
prodmets forms„ Thus if the pressure of the ester is reduced 
a'given amount by decomposition,, the total pressure of . the 
system will increase over the initial pressure by an equal 
amount since, the.decrease in total pressure caused by the 
decrease in the amount #f ester is doubly compensated,for , .
by the double amount ©f products formed» Expressed mathe- 
matically„ this ©onditlon would be represented by the. 
equation '

w h e r e . I s  the total pressure.of the system at any,given' 
instant9 P* • is- the initial pressure, of the system.before 
the decomposition beginss and P@ is the partial pressure of 
the ester at the same instant ̂ of1 time» The first term after 
the initial pressure represents, the decrease in total pressure 
caused by the decomposition of ester9 and the second term 
represents the Increase In the total pressure which results .



frem the formation of the prodaets 9 this iaerease 'being 
exaotly twiee the.deerease* Rearrangement @f this 
resmlta in the form

^tot s
from whieh the pressBr® of the ester is found as

pe s 2Pi - ptSt •
Sin©e the final .pressure of the system is twioe the initial
pressure, this is equivalent to

ê. ”"^fin "* ^t @t 0 
She partial pressure ©f the ester was ealeulated by means
of this equation and the pressures at the different time
intervals .are also reoorded in fables I and II,•

The total pressure, of the system is plotted as a funo-
tion of time in Figure 4, and the logarithm of the partial
pressure of the ester is plotted as a funefion of time in
Figure 5 o v

All time intervals, are reeorded in minutes.and seoonds, 
and pressures are recorded in centimeters of mercury.
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■ The first raa was mad© at a temperature ©f 368° 0 0 
The eurws plotted ia-Figures 4 and 5 indie ate that the 
reaetion is first order« It will be aetlaed that there Is 
a deviation from the straight-llme eurve in Figure 5 during 
the. - f irst few minutes ©f the decomposition. This may have 
been eaused by several fa,otors0 In this runp the sample was 
vaporised while the flask-was ©oola and the furmaee was 
then raised, ever the flask and. readings begunB The sudden 
immersion of the oool flask in the bath resulted in a- ehange 
in temperature9. and for,, several minutes the system was not 
at the desired, temperature» This oould aeeount for some of . 
the deviati@h«t it was also found that the pressure gauge 
ehanged in calibration with the temperature9 so the actual 
calibration.@f the gauge must have been changing at an 
undetermined rate during the first few minutes after it was 
immersed0 Thus the early readings cannot have any great 
significance in the plotting of the curve* The value of the; 
rate constant computed from the curve in Figure 5 was 
©*©075= This is of the same order ©f magnitude as that 
indicated by Hardy8 s work, although Hardy did not make a 
run at exactly the same temperature»'It would appear8 in 
fact„ that this rate constant was smaller than those ob
tained by Hardy's, possibly indicating the absence of any 
rate-speeding catalysis such as might be caused by the 
presence of mercury vapor*



' Im opder t© make allowanee f©p the difflenities whloJa 
were eneeumtered ia the first rums the sample la the seaend 
rmm was vaporised while the flask was hot and partially 
submerged in the bath» In this way8 the temperature varia
tions at the. beginning: of the rmn were reduced considerably s 
and the calibration ©f the gauge should not have ©hanged to 
sm@h a great extent 0 This run was made at a higher temper- 
at are g 39 60- 6»» The curves plotted in Figures 4 and 5 
indicate that this difficulty was reduced9 although the 
steep' slope: of,the ©mrves masks any deviations which might 
.be,present. The rat® ©emstant at this temperature was cal
culated to be §o259 .whi©h, although not known at exactly 
the same temperature, compared in magnitude with1the values 
obtained by Hardy* As would be expeeted, the rate of decom
position was eonsiderably faster at the higher temperature» 

It is seen, therefore, that despite difficulties in 
the measurement of the pressures, the experimental, data 
appear to confirm Hardy0s thesis that the pyrolysis of 
methyl ehlor©carbonate is a first order reaction*



■Am all-glass system employing a phot©eleetri© thermo^ 
regulator amd. a dlaphram pressmre gauge was developed to 
study the pyrolysis of methyl ehloroea-rbonate 0 Although 
eomsiderahle diffioialty was. encountered with the fragile 
gauge, th© data obtained ©onfirmed the view that the de
composition of the ester into methyl chloride and carbon 
dioxide is a first order reaction0

- It was ©oneluded that the used of an all-glass system 
would be more satisfactory In similar studies upon the de
velopment ©f a.sturdier pressure gauge; and that with such 
a system the pyrolysis ©f methyl ehlorooarbonate and many 
other substances ©ould be investigated thoroughly without 
the catalytic effect of mercury and stopcock grease*
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